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SuperVisor® Weighted Base
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE
ATTEMPTING TO USE THE BASE

*WARNING* - SAFETY - *WARNING*
THE WEIGHTED BASE IS HEAVY, TAKE CARE NOT TO DROP IT
IF YOU NEED TO PICK UP & MOVE THE SuperVisor® OR THE WEIGHTED BASE
ALWAYS REMOVE THE SuperVisor® ARM FROM THE BASE FIRST

Setup
1.

Always install the SuperVisor® arm into the weighted base before installing the main visor section.

2.

Place the SuperVisor® weighted base on a suitable firm and level surface, ensuring that the surface is
adequate enough to support the weight of the base. Always sit the base on its padded bottom surface and
never attempt to slide the base when adjusting its position, as this may damage the surface it sits on.

3.

Unscrew the thumb screw at the rear of the base, then gently lower the shaft at the bottom of the
SuperVisor® arm into the fully open hole. Ensure that the shaft is straight when you insert it and make sure
that approx. 3.5cm (1.5”) of the shaft is fully inserted into the hole. Re-tighten the thumb screw to secure
the SuperVisor® arm into the base, taking care not to over tighten it.

4.

Once the SuperVisor® arm is fitted into the weighted base, use the main instructions provided with your
SuperVisor® for full details on how to fit and adjust the visor section.

Warranty
Ace Innovation warrants the SuperVisor® weighted base, when purchased new, to be free from defects in material and
workmanship and will repair or replace, at Ace Innovation’s discretion, any equipment which exhibits such defects;
provided that the equipment has been installed and operated under normal conditions and has not been tampered with
by any persons not authorised by Ace Innovation or its agents.
On no occasion shall Ace Innovation or its agents be liable for indirect, incidental or consequential damages; the original
user’s remedies being limited to repair or replacement.
Ace Innovation makes no other or further warranty, express or implied, including warranty of fitness for a specific
purpose or warranty of merchantability.
This warranty is valid for a period of 12 months effective from the date of delivery

Disclaimer
This product is not designed for use by individual minors or unsupervised children. Due to the weight of this product
extra care must be taken to ensure that it is not dropped and that it cannot be accidentally knocked from its operating
surface.
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